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Too much money wasted on frivolous
applications for CPP disability benefits

Samuel Shortt, MD, PhD

In Brief

FAMILY PHYSICIAN SAMUEL SHORTT DISCUSSES CANADA PENSION PLAN disability-benefit
applications from the doctor’s perspective. He thinks physicians are being forced to
complete too many of the forms that have little if any chance of being approved.

En bref

SAMUEL SHORTT, MÉDECIN DE FAMILLE, EXAMINE DU POINT DE VUE du médecin la de-
mande de prestations d’invalidité du Régime de pension du Canada. Il estime
qu’on oblige les médecins à remplir un trop grand nombre de formules dont les
chances d’approbation sont minces ou même nulles.

For most family physicians, completing forms for patients is an unwel-
come obligation. It is rendered all the more tedious, however, when it
is clear from the outset that the patient is not eligible for the benefit

being claimed.
A particularly glaring example of this waste of medical energy is the Canada

Pension Plan (CPP) application for disability benefits. Refusing to complete these
forms, however unrealistic the claim, is generally considered a form of profes-
sional misconduct that is subject to disciplinary action by licensing bodies. Yet
completing forms for patients after you have advised them they do not meet the
eligibility criteria seems almost fraudulent. In those cases, the automatic form-
completion fee of $50 is certainly a waste of public money. [Earlier this year, after
an internal review process and in consultation with the CMA and its divisions,
CPP administrators raised the fee for completing a narrative report from $50 up
to $150, although the maximum fee will be paid only in certain instances.— Ed.]

In 1995–96, the 90 449 new disability applications, up 47% from 1988–89,
resulted in physician payments totalling more than $4.5 million. It is sobering
to realize that 59.7% of these applications were rejected. While some appli-
cants no doubt had reasonable grounds for pursuing a claim, it is certain that
others were making frivolous applications.

How do these wasteful applications arise? One common source is economi-
cally marginal workers such as older employees who have been rendered redun-
dant and unskilled labourers who are no longer able to do hard work. Indeed,
CMAJ reported last year that almost 1 in 5 Canadian men aged between 60 and
64 are now receiving CPP disability payments.1

There are also applicants who have no medical disability but rather social
handicaps such as substance abuse, and their cases should be handled in quite a
different manner. Yet when advised of their lack of medical eligibility, a disap-
pointing number insist on pursuing an application on the off chance they will
succeed. This imposes a cost on the system that is of no concern to them.

Another common source of doomed applications is the insurance industry.
Private insurance plans often refuse to process a claim for long-term disability
benefits until the patient has applied for CPP disability payments. Many pa-
tients may meet the criteria of their private plans but clearly fail to match the
CPP’s requirements, yet in the hope of reducing their own payout insurance
companies will force the CPP to process and pay for useless applications.

A third source of trivial claims is municipal and provincial governments, which
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also encourage CPP applications from people who clearly
fail to meet the necessary criteria. They fail to show any
concern for the resulting costs.

The final source of frivolous applications is physicians,
whose attestations about patients’ disabilities are all too
often based more on empathy than medical accuracy.

How do such errors in medical judgement arise? It is
certainly not an exercise in deliberate deceit. Rather, it
grows from an unpleasant paradox within the doctor’s
role. A central pillar in the family physician’s credo, long
articulated by the College of Family Physicians of
Canada, is that the doctor must act as “the patient’s ad-
vocate.” In a medical context this is a thoroughly neces-
sary and appropriate role. The family physician ensures
that patients are seen as quickly as possible by specialists,
that they receive ready access to necessary testing, that
their treatment in hospitals and nursing homes is appro-
priate and that their wishes regarding terminal care are
respected. It is a role of trust and responsibility in which
patients’ needs are the paramount concern.

But into this comfortable relationship intrudes the
dreaded disability pension application. The patient pleads
entitlement. In many cases the issue is social, not medical.
A patient with limited skills who is hampered by a minor
physical or emotional problem is searching for a nonexis-
tent job in a downsizing economy. The plight is real
enough, but the cause is not medical incapacity.

But what are doctors to do? Schooled as patient advo-
cates, they are now being asked to act as pension adjudi-
cators. It is a classic example of role strain and a disap-
pointing number of physicians fail to resolve it
satisfactorily. There are simply no obvious incentives for
the physician to confront patients, because refusing their
requests leads to disappointment, anger, accusation and,
frequently, the loss of a patient.

Signing the disability form solves all that without the
need for the doctor to acknowledge directly the tremen-
dous long-term cost to the system occasioned by even one
illegitimate disability pension. Socially responsible behav-
iour is an abstraction which, in the intimate confines of
the examining room, easily takes second place to the
time-honoured role of compassionate patient advocate.

How can we change this sorry situation? Independent
medical examiners are an option, but the additional cost
would be high and their ability to assess patients fairly dur-
ing a single encounter would be limited. Perhaps, incredi-
bly, we could learn a lesson from Revenue Canada. Every
spring brings a fearsome wave of patients clutching applica-
tions for the disability tax credit. These are usually given to
them by the hastily trained employees of firms that com-
plete income-tax forms. A simple glance at the back of the
form clearly outlines the meaning of disability for income-
tax purposes. A disability, even when already recognized by

a disability pension, is not a guarantee of entitlement.
Rather, the form clearly states that a condition must be
“prolonged” — present for 12 months or likely to be so —
and severe enough to “markedly restrict” the ability to per-
form “activities of daily living” such as dressing, preparing
food, etc. When confronted with such relatively concise de-
finitions, most patients quickly concede that their status
does not — mercifully — qualify them for the credit.

Why not include such guidelines on the CPP form?
It would be a simple matter for physician and patient to
check off the activities the patient cannot perform and
provide a statement on the duration of the impairment,
and then jointly sign the list. This is an objective and
nonjudgemental task that should cause problems neither
for physician nor patient. Evidence of a high level of
functioning on the list of activities should be stated
clearly in order to terminate the application at that
stage, saving both medical time and public money.

No doubt some illegitimate applications will continue
to be pressed forward, and this should lead to a second ad-
ministrative change. Application forms should carry two
brief questions. First, has the physician advised the patient
he/she does not qualify? If the answer is affirmative and
this indeed proves to be the case, the patient should be
billed the $50 cost of the medical report. Second, appli-
cants should be asked if they are applying at the insistence
of an insurance company or another level of government.
If this is the case, and the physician has already advised
the patient he/she is ineligible for CPP disability benefits,
the insurance company or other government should be
billed the cost of pursuing unsuccessful claims.

Some may object that these suggestions are mere bu-
reaucratic tinkering, but a number of scholars have al-
ready argued persuasively that work as we have known it
is quickly becoming obsolete.2-4 It follows that existing
support programs will be inundated with applicants.

Measured against this type of social change, revision of
the CPP disability-benefits form may seem a pedestrian
concern indeed. However, at present Canada’s social safety
net is as much a web of red tape as a matrix of lofty princi-
ples. If that bureaucratic tape proves weak, the entire sys-
tem may collapse before it becomes naturally obsolete.

We should remember the battle lost for want of a horse-
shoe, which holds a clear message for the CPP disability
form: fix the form and, at least for now, save the kingdom.
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